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Abstract. Laser induced picosecond transient gratings are used to study carrier transport i,ia free

carrier and photorefractive nonlinearities in semi-insulating undoped GaAs and vanadium doped
CdTe crystals. Absorption and carrier generation mechanisms are investigated through the

variation of grating strengths with input fluence. We show that grating decays are governed by
mostly ambipolar diffusion and by its variation with fluence. Ambipolar mobilities are measured

p~ m
135 cm ~. V~ ' s~ ' in CdTe and p

~
=

760 cm~. V~ ' s~ ' in GaAs.

Introduction.

Semi-insulating photorefractive semiconductors reveal optical nonlinearities from different

origins under excitation by short laser pulses. A significant effort is currently done towards the

understanding of the origin of photorefractive and non-photorefractive nonlinearities in GaAs

and both undoped and vanadium doped CdTe [1-101. A detail analysis of carrier transport in

the space charge field usually created in photorefractive media would allow to optimize crystal

parameters for different applications in optoelectronics, holography and microelectronics.

Light diffraction on transient gratings has proved to be a simple but powerful tool for carrier

transport studies at high excitations [11-141.

1. Experimental arrangement.

We present carrier transport properties of vanadium doped CdTe and semi-insulating GaAs

analyzed with one of the most common configurations of transient grating techniques I-e-
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degenerate 4-wave mixing. We use a YAG laser, emitting at wavelength 1.06 ~cm, with pulse
duration T~ =

28 ps at FWHM and output energy up to lo mJ.cm~ 2 (Fig. I ). Two s-polarized
beams of equal intensities record a grating with period A

=
1.8 ~cm. The samples were cut with

faces along crystallographic directions (I lo), (- I lo ), and (D01).
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Fig. I. Experimental set-up : G. P. : Glan Polarizer, A/2 Half wave plate, D Detector.

The semi-insulating CdTe crystal (p
=

5 x
IDS n,cm) was grown by using the modified

Bridgman technique and vanadium doped to produce deep donor level at
m

E~ D.75 eV. The

absorption coefficient of the 5 mm thick sample is measured equal to 2 cm~ at 1.06 ~cm.

Growth, spectroscopic and CW photorefractive investigation of this crystal are presented in

reference [9] an effective trap density N~j
=

No N~ / (No + N~
m

4.3 x lo ~~ cm~ ~
was

measured (No and N~ are the concentrations of the neutral and ionized deep level

respectively).

The GaAs sample was a nominally undoped semi-insulating GaAs crystal, grown by the

liquid encapsulated Czochralski (LEC) technique [15]. The absorption coefficient of the

1.5 mm thick sample is measured equal to I cm~ at 1.06 ~cm. It is well known that the

dominant defect in undoped GaAs materials is an intrinsic deep donor level EL2 that alone

fully determines the absorption at 1.06 ~cm [16, 17]. In this way we estimate the deep donor

concentration in our sample as N~~~
=

1.5 x
lo'~ cm~ ~ This is a typical value for LEC-grown

GaAs crystals [18]. The concentration of the ionized part of EL2 in this sample was estimated

through photorefractive measurements we conducted in parallel to be N~~~+
m

3 x
lo'~

cm
~

Contribution of a photorefractive (PR) nonlinearity was separated from a coexisting free

carrier (FC) non linearity by monitoring the polarization states of transmitted probe beam and

of diffracted one [5, lo, 19]. The cases when pure PR grating (I.e, p-diffracted component of s-

polarized probe beam for grating vector kfl(l10))
or pure FC grating (I.e, p-diffracted

component of p-polarized probe beam at kfl (I lo and at kfl (001 )) were analyzed experimen-
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tally. A A /2 plate was used for selecting the probe beam polarization (p or s) (Fig. I). A Glan

polarizer, oriented to reflect p-polarization, was used for separation of the Bragg-diffracted
beam counterpropagating to one of recording s-polarized beams. Then the diffracted beam was

directed to a fast silicon photodiode through a second p-transmitting polarizer. Such a set-up
allowed us to realize a noise-free interferometer able to detect diffracted signals as low as

10~~-10~~ Diffracted beam intensity (Ii) or grating efficiency
J~ =

(I,)/(l~) (here
(I,) and (I~) are time-integrated values of diffracted and transmitted probe beams) as a

function of excitation level I and of probe beam delay time At were studied. Sample
transmittivity kinetics (I~)

=

f (At) were also measured at different excitation levels or

probe beam polarizations in order to analyze light absorption mechanisms and their

peculiarities.

2. Exposure characteristics.

The exposure characteristic (EC) of a semiconductor (I.e. dependence of the diffracted beam

intensity (I,)
versus excitation energy I) contains the main information about carrier

generation processes. If light induced changes of optical properties are not too large
(diffraction efficiency J~ <

0.01), EC follows a power law dependence, (I )
=

IY Assuming
that carrier concentration increases with excitation as N

=

IP,
we have in log-log scale the

following relationship between slopes y and p [20, II :

(I,)
=

(I~) (ar And/A )~
=

I~ T(7rn~~ ANd/A )2
=

A12 P +
=

AI Y (I)

where AN is the spatially modulated FC concentration, n~~ is the refractive index change due to

one electron-hole pair according to Drude model [2 II, d and T are respectively the thickness

and the linear transmission of the sample, and I~ is the probe beam intensity. In this way the

carrier generation rate parameter p can be easily obtained.

In our CdTe sample, y-values reveal three excitation regions corresponding to different light
absorption mechanisms. For FC gratings (Fig. 2, curve FC), we observe y =

4 at low fluences

y= 5 FC PR
~i
e 1000

AI
~

#
# Ii .(
2 loo #I
© (

PR f
10 lJ~ )

a

2 3 4 10

Energy (ml- cm~2)

Fig. 2. -The dependence of diffracted probe beam intensity (Ii) and diffraction efficiency

J~ vs. recording energy E for free carrier (FC) and photorefractive (PR) gratings (the value is taken at the

maximum of the signal at delay time At
=

26ps). CdTe crystal orientation is (I IO) along grating

vector k.
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indicating carrier generation from deep levels altered by two-step transitions i,ia impurity states

(I.e. electron and hole generation i<ia deep level). At medium fluences, two-step and two-

photon absorption are preeminent (y
=

5) and, finally, the saturation of diffracted beam

intensity is observed at high excitations. Photorefractive nonlinearity (Fig. 2, curve PR), due to

its lower sensitivity, reveals two-step and two-photon carrier generation (y
=

5) at lower

excitations followed by a decrease of the slope from value y =
5 to y =

3 at higher
excitations. For FC signal the saturation of diffraction intensity or tendency to it was found

typical of non homogeneous amplitude-phase gratings with non-photorefractive nonlinearities

[3, 20]. Tests of sample transmittivity vs. excitation have shown absorption bleaching at low

fluences, then its weakening and a subsequent sublinear region of transmittivity what

confirmed the observed processes of carrier generation. At an excitation level of 4 mJ.cm~ ~,

diffraction efficiencies
J~ =

2 x10~~ and 7 x10~~
were reached for FC and PR gratings

respectively. It corresponds to induced refractive index modulation of An~c
=

1.5 x 10~ ~ and

Anp~
=

3 x10~~, calculated with an effective thickness d
=

(I exp(- ad))la. We then

deduce FC concentration AN
m

6 x
lo'~ cm~~ and space charge field E~~ m

50 V.cm~ ' At

this fluence of 4 mJ.cm~2, the PR signal is far from saturation and the corresponding space
charge field is about one order of magnitude smaller than the diffusion field

E~
=

kk~ Tle
m

870 V-cm '.

In our semi-insulating GaAs undoped sample, we observed an EC slope with value

y, =

3.9 at excitation levels below 4 mJ.cm~ ~ for both FC and PR gratings (Curves I, Figs. 3

and 4). From the experimental value of y, we estimhted the parameter of carrier generation rate

pi
m

1.5 according to relationship given by equation (I). This value of pi is determined by
linear electron generation from deep EL2 traps which is altered due to nonlinear mechanisms

of bipolar carrier plasma creation (I.e. by two-step transitions via ionized EL2 traps and by
two-photon absorption). Diffraction efficiencies

J~ =

(I )/ (l~)
=

4 x 10~ ~ and 4 x 10~ ~ for

FC and PR gratings respectively were reached at excitation level 4 mJ.cm~ ~ The correspon-
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Fig. 3.- Exposure characteristics of light diffraction on free carrier gratings (I) and of sample
transmittivity (2). The p-polarized probe beam delay time is hi

=

26 ps ; GaAs crystal orientation is

(I lo) along k.
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Fig. 4. -Exposure characteristics of light diffraction on photorefractive gratings (I) and of sample
transmittivity (2). The s-polarized probe beam delay time is At

=

26 ps and the GaAs sample orientation

corresponds to (I lo) along k.

ding values of light induced refractive index modulations were thus estimated:

An~c
=

2 x
10~~ and Anp~

=

2 x
10~~ (at the end of excitation pulse, when At

=
T~). This is

about one order of magnitude larger than in CdTe. Assuming that the refractive index changes

are due to FC concentration AN and space charge field E~~, the following absolute values of

AN
m

6 x lo ~~ cm~ ~ and E~~ =
650 V.cm~ were calculated and used in the further analysis of

results in GaAs.

At excitation levels above 4 mJ.cm~ ~, for FC gratings a strong decrease of EC slope was

observed (Fig. 3 curve I, y~ =
1.7), and corresponding value of sublinear carrier generation

rate p~
=

0.5 was estimated. At these excitation levels, PR grating also exhibits a slowering in

space charge field creation with excitation (Fig. 4 curve I). In addition, exposure characteris-

tics of sample transmittivity (curves 2 in Figs. 3, 4) revealed an increasing light induced

absorption with excitation. Many reasons can explain this saturation [22]. The most probable is

that induced absorption decreases the energy I of the pump beam leading to a less efficient

carrier generation that reduces p. The diffracted signal is consequently reduced in a complex

way compared to equation (I) which was established assuming a linear transmission of the

different beams [13].
Time resolved measurements of induced absorption have been carried out to investigate its

origin. We observed a time-resolved structure of sample induced absorption. The main

characteristic is a strong darkening with at least two components (Fig. 5). The first component
of darkening evolves as the autocorrelation of the excitation pulse [23] and rises to the value

ha
=

2.5 cm~ ', I-e- giving more than a 3 times increase of the absorption. Then the next

competing component is arising, which reaches ha
m

I cm~' and relaxes with long time

constant. Numerical simulations show that the strong peak is caused by two-photon absorption
and the long tail corresponds to free carrier absorption. These features of induced absorption
correspond to what has been observed in previous works [24, 251.

Summarizing this experimental part, we conclude that the simultaneous study of light
diffraction exposure characteristics for FC and PR gratings, is a good tool in order to have a
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Fig. 5. Dynamics of light induced change in absorption of the GaAs sample for a p-polarized probe

beam and for a s-polarized pump beam at excitation fluence of 5 mJ.cm~~

better understanding of the carrier emission processes in semiconductors. From diffraction

efficiency measurements, we deduce the free carrier population modulation which is quite

strong even at moderate excitation levels like 4 mJ,cm ~. This high free carrier population will

determine the kinetics of the grating relaxation as we will discuss in the following part.

3. Time-resolved grating decay.

3. I THEORETICAL APPROACH. In order to find the time constants which govern decay times

of FC and PR gratings, we solve the well known set of basic equations. To get insights, simple
analytic equations have to be derived. Consequently some approximations will be made. We

first consider that a delta function illumination generates the spatially modulated populations of

carriers by absorption from a deep level or two-photon absorption. We then look at the time

evolution of these populations and of the related space charge field, neglecting the

recombination of carriers that takes place at longer delays. The system of equation to solve is

thus

dn d k~ T d2~i~~"dx~~~~~~"
e dx2

dp d k~Td2~
p=-l~pp~PE)+~1~-~

X e dx

~~=-i(n-p-N+).

The different quantities are written : X
=

Xo + Re (X, e'~').

We solve these equations for spatially modulated components. We obtain the differential

equation for Ej (n, and p, are govemed by the same homogeneous differential equations) :

d~Ei dEi
e ~

k~ T
e ~

k~ T

-+- -~l~no+k ~1~ +-~l~po+k'~l~ +
dt~ dt

E
e E e

~

~
k~T

e ~ k~Tj ej ~
j

+E, ~l~k +~l~po- l~nk +l~nnop -~ln~lpnoPo(p)~
e

E~~
e

~
k~ T

~
k~ T eN,

~" ~
e

~
~

~
e ik
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Two different cases can occur, depending on the value of the non spatially modulated

population of free carriers (no and po).

*
At low excitation (I.e. small concentration of photoexcited carriers), we have :

e
~

k~ T
,(T~,n)-

= ~ ~~ no « k- ~~ ~ =
(T~n)-

(T~ip)- '
= ~~ po « k2 ~~ ~)~

=
(~~p)- '

Where TDln,
p

~~~ ~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~ ~~~~~"'~~ '
~ ~~~~ ~~ ~~

~ ~~~ ~~~~~~~~ ~~~

holes), and TD~
~

are the diffusion time constants ((TD~ ~)
=

~

~ for electrons and
k ~1~

~
k~ T

holes).

In this case the homogeneous equation becomes :

d~E, dE, i i Ej
~ ~

dl Ti~~
~

Ti~p
~

Ti~~ Ti~p

~

With the two diffusion time constants TD~ and TD~. In this regime, the space charge field build-

up is governed by diffusion as discussed in reference [10].

*
At high excitation when

(T~j~)
=

~
~~ no fi k~

~~

~~ ~

#
( T~~ )~

F e

(TDip )~ '
=

~
~lp Po » k~ ~lp

~~ ~

=
(TDp)~'

the homogeneous equation becomes

d~Ej dE,
e e

j+- -~l~no+-~l~po +

dt dt
~e

E

~ ~
k~T

e ~
k~T

+E~ -~l~no~l~k +-~l~po~l~k =0.

e e e e

With again two time constant T~ (fast) and T_ (slow) which expressions are :

(T
~

#

~ (~~ no + /lp Po)
E

~
k~ T no + po

(T_ )~
=

k ~c~ and ~c
~

=

e no PO
+

l~p l~n

Under these cunditions of high excitation, the kinetics of the spatially modulated electron and

hole populations and space charge field are governed by the above same two time constants. A

more detailled analysis including a carrier photoemission by a Gaussian beam [26] leads to

similar expressions.

The fast time constant T~, given by T~ =

~

,

corresponds to the first decay
e (no ~ln + Po 11 p)

component of the free carrier grating modulation. The same time constant govems the build-up
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of the space charge field. The slow time constant T_ is given by T_ =
~

~

,

with
k k~ T~I~

~1~ =

~° ~ ~°
the ambipolar mobility. This time constant corresponds to the second decay

no po
+

l~p l~n

component of free carrier grating and to the decrease of space charge field. In fact, in our

crystals, due to the mobility values and with our excitation conditions, the fast time constant

T~ is always smaller than the laser pulse duration and cannot be observed. It also means that

we can not resolve the build-up of the space charge field with these picosecond experiments.
Only the slow time constant T_ is observed in our experiments. Its variation with fluence

indicates how the ratio no/po varies with energy.

This regime of high excitation corresponds to non spatially modulated free carrier

concentrations no, po » k~
~~ ~

i where k
=

~ ) In our materials and for our experimental
e e

parameters (A
=

1. 8 ~cm ) this leads to no, po » 2 x lo '~ cm~ ~ Note that in this regime the non

modulated part of free carrier concentration is no w n j/m [6] (with m w
I the fringe modulation

ratio). For all the range of energy, we have a slope y ~
4 which indicates a strong influence of

two photon mechanisms in absorption (direct band-to-band absorption or via deep levelsl. This

means that we have generation of nearly equal electron and hole densities, I-e- no m po. From

the above analysis of our results (see Sect. 2) we derive that at fluences as low as

4mJ.cm~~, the carrier concentration is nompom6x10~~cm~~ in CdTe and

no m po m 6 x lo '~ cm~ ~ in GaAs. The ambipolar model is thus applicable for describing our

experiments. Experimental results will show the variation of T_ with the ratio no/po with a

minimum value for no = po. As photogeneration of electrons is preeminent in our crystals at

low excitation (as it was in C-W- regime) in both CdTe and GaAs, T_ is reduced (faster decay)
when the fluence is increased as po tends to equal no (Fig. 6).

3.2 CdTe. In CdTe, for FC gratings, we first see a fast decay followed by a long tail

(Fig. 7). The first time constant decreases with fluence and is attributed to the ambipolar decay
time T_. The tail corresponds to an absorption grating due to the spatial modulation of the deep
level. The decay time constant of this absorption grating is

T m
1.5 ns, this time constant can

be identified as the recombination time constant on deep levels.

8

6

1- (ps)
~

o-i i lo loo

nt/p, ratio

Fig. 6. -Theoretical variation of the ambipolar diffusion time constant with the no/po ratio. The

calculation was done with the parameters of GaAs (p~ 5 ?00 cm~.V~ ' s~ ' p~ =
400 cm~.V~ ' s~ ')

and a grating period A 1.8 ~m.
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In order to determine the first time constant values, we make an adjustment of experimental

data with a double exponential curve. Good agreement is obtained. The long decay time is

fixed for all curves at T m
1.5 ns. We determine that the first decay time decreases with fluence

and saturates to the value T m240ps (grating decay time corresponds to time interval

At
= T

when diffracted signal decreases to level e~ ~) (Fig. 7). The values of T_ determined for

each experimental curve are not sensitive to variations around 1.5 ns for the long decay time

constant.

~sd
f
~l
I

g
( 1

$
5

3 2

0 200 49l 600 800 llX41200149l

Delay Time (ps)

Fig. 7. -Free carrier grating dynamics at high excitation levels: E=8.5±0.5mJ.cm~~ (1),
6.5±0.3mJ.cm~~ (2), 4.5±0.25mJ.cm~~ (3); the decay time constant saturates at the value

T =
240 ps. The thin line curves present the best fits with double exponential curves. The CdTe sample

orientation is (110) along k.

As previously explained, this limiting values is reached when no =
po when increasing

energy. This is what is expected in this regime where two-photon absorption predominates
(direct band-to-band absorption or via deep levels). We thus determine the ambipolar mobility

value : ~1~ =

~ ~~ ~~

=

135 cm~ V~' s~'
~1~ + ~1~

The same procedure is applied to study the photorefractive grating decay. We see an

acceleration of the decay. the time constant decreasing to a saturation value of about 26D ps

(Fig. 8). This value corresponds to the one found for FC grating. We again see the appearance

of a signal at longer delays which is due to the space charge field created in the deep level. Its

time constant is of the order of I to 2 ns, which corresponds quite well to the decay time

constant found for the absorption grating.

3.3 GaAs. In GaAs, the same features are observed, with a decrease of the decay time

constant of FC grating until
T_

m45-50ps (Fig. 9a) which corresponds to the limit

no = po. So we deduce the ambipolar mobility value ~1~ m
760 cm~.V~ s~'

As for CdTe, we observed a long tail (Fig. 9b) which, here again, reveals an absorption
grating induced by deep level photoionization. The decay time of this tail is about I to 2 ns,

which is of the order of the known value for electron recombination time constant in GaAs II1.
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1
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0 200 400 @t 800 llX4 1200
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Fig. 8.-Photorefractive grating build-up and decay at different excitation levels in CdTe:

E
=

6.5 ±0.5 mJ.cm~~ (1), 4.75 ±0.25 mJ.cm~~ (2) showing the decrease of the time constant to

T =

260ps. The thin line curves present the best fits with double exponential curves. The sample
orientation is (I lo) along k.
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Fig. 9. Free carrier grating dynamics at high excitation levels in GaAs : (a) E
=

3.25 ± 0.25 mJ.cm ~

(l), 5.5 ± 0.5 mJ.cm~? (2) (b) 8.5 ± 0.5 mJ.cm~ ~ The decay time constant are Tj m T~ w
43-45 ps. The

long tail is due to absorption grating.
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The diffraction efficiency of this absorption grating is measured J~ =
~~"~

=

10~~
cos b

~

which gives ha m10~~ cm~' at a delay of 300ps after the pulse. This value does not

correspond to the magnitude of induced absorption ha
m

I cm
~'

we observed in our crystal at

At
=

300 ps in the transmission experiments (Fig. 5). The fact that we do not observe an

efficiency corresponding to such an absorption grating (J~ =10~~-10~~) confirms the

attribution of this induced absorption to free carrier absorption (see Sect. 2). Indeed, at this

time (300ps) free carriers have diffused and there is no spatial modulation left in their

population and then no absorption grating results from the variation of absorption observed in

transmission experiments.
For PR grating, we determine the same decay time constant as for FC grating,

T_ m
45 ps (Fig. lo). This confirms that the PR grating is caused by Dember field as for CdTe.

The lower diffraction efficiency prevents here to observe the space charge field in deep levels.

~sd ~ ~j
~

#

'
3
£
©
.9
(
#
Q

1

,
2

so o so loo iso 2oo

Delay Time ~ps)

Fig, lo. Photorefractive grating dynamics at different excitation levels in GaAs

E
=

2.75 ± 0.25 mJ.cm ~ II ), 6.75 ± 0.25 mJ.cm ~ (2) and 8.5 ± 0.5 mJ.cm ~ (3). The decay time

constant decreases and saturates with energy Tj ~ T~ m T~ =
43-45 ps.

4. Conclusion.

We have shown in this study that the investigation of diffraction efficiency of FC and PR

gratings with incident energy and time delay, gives a lot of infownation about carrier

generation and transport as well as carrier recombination. Opposite to nanosecond exci-

tation [6], we see that for picosecond illumination, even for moderate fluences, the carrier

generation is mainly due to two-photon absorption via deep level or direct band-to-band

generation. In this regime, the grating decay times are controlled by ambipolar diffusion. We

deduce from this study an ambipolar mobility (when no =
po) of 135 cm~ V~ ' s~ ' in CdTe and

of 760 cm~ V~ s~' in GaAs. Moreover we detect absorption gratings at long delay times.

These gratings relax with the recombination time of carriers. We measure T~ m
1.5 ns in CdTe
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and T~ m
1-2 ns in GaAs. We also show that, for semiconductors in the picosecond regime, we

easily have fluences for which the photorefractive effect is due to Dember field. This field is

established during the excitation pulse.
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